Many many people, especially seniors are leaving Connecticut in droves because of the taxes in this state. It doesn't take a rocket scientist to see this and to understand why they are leaving. There needs to be accountability as to how our tax money is being handled. Jobs need to be created - do not scare employers away with high taxes so our young people have to move as well.

I'm a senior and I want to stay in this state but odds are I will have to move because we won't be able to afford to live here. Property taxes on a house comparable to ours down south or in AZ - $1600 vs. $6,000. Huge disparity. A home on the Bay in Eastham Mass worth over a million, their taxes equal what we pay in CT (maybe even a little less) and believe me the value of our home doesn't come close to a million, again huge disparity in fairness.

Good luck

Diane Zeppa
Coventry